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ABSTRACT Here, we examine in silico the infection dynamics and interactions of two Zika
virus (ZIKV) genomes: one is the full-length ZIKV genome (wild type [WT]), and the other is
one of the naturally occurring defective viral genomes (DVGs), which can replicate in the
presence of the WT genome, appears under high-MOI (multiplicity of infection) passaging
conditions, and carries a deletion encompassing part of the structural and NS1 protein-cod-
ing region. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) were used to simulate the infection of
cells by virus particles and the intracellular replication of the WT and DVG genomes that
produce these particles. For each virus passage in Vero and C6/36 cell cultures, the rates of
the simulated processes were fitted to two types of observations: virus titer data and the
assembled haplotypes of the replicate passage samples. We studied the consistency of the
model with the experimental data across all passages of infection in each cell type sepa-
rately as well as the sensitivity of the model’s parameters. We also determined which simu-
lated processes of virus evolution are the most important for the adaptation of the WT and
DVG interplay in these two disparate cell culture environments. Our results demonstrate
that in the majority of passages, the rates of DVG production are higher inC6/36 cells
than in Vero cells, which might result in tolerance and therefore drive the persistence of
the mosquito vector in the context of ZIKV infection. Additionally, the model simulations
showed a slower accumulation of infected cells under higher activation of the DVG-associ-
ated processes, which indicates a potential role of DVGs in virus attenuation.

IMPORTANCE One of the ideas for lessening Zika pathogenicity is the addition of its natural
or engineered defective virus genomes (DVGs) (have no pathogenicity) to the infection
pool: a DVG is redirecting the wild-type (WT)-associated virus development resources
toward its own maturation. The mathematical model presented here, attuned to the data
from interplays between WT Zika viruses and their natural DVGs in mammalian and mos-
quito cells, provides evidence that the loss of uninfected cells is attenuated by the DVG de-
velopment processes. This model enabled us to estimate the rates of virus development
processes in the WT/DVG interplay, determine the key processes, and show that the key
processes are faster in mosquito cells than in mammalian ones. In general, the presented
model and its detailed study suggest in what important virus development processes
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the therapeutically efficient DVG might compete with the WT; this may help in assembling
engineered DVGs for ZIKV and other flaviviruses.

KEYWORDS defective virus genomes, mathematical modeling, Zika virus

Zika virus (ZIKV) is an arthropod-borne virus transmitted to humans through the bite of
infected mosquitoes. Although most infections are asymptomatic, the virus can cause

symptoms ranging from flu-like illness with mild fever, body aches, and rashes to severe
birth defects in pregnant women and acute-onset paralysis (1). ZIKV is an enveloped virus
with a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA genome. Its genome is capped and contains 59
and 39 untranslated regions (UTRs) flanking a single open reading frame (ORF), which is
translated into a single polyprotein, cleaved by host and viral proteases at the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane into three structural proteins (C, PrM, and E) and seven nonstruc-
tural proteins (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4, NS4B, and NS5). Our group has recently shown
that noncanonical, deleterious forms of the ZIKV genome are naturally generated during vi-
rus replication in vitro and can be propagated with the virus population (2). These molecules,
called defective viral genomes (DVGs), are generated through genetic recombination and
lack some function(s) required for their autonomous replication and propagation, which in
some cases can be provided by wild-type (WT) virus. How this close interplay between ZIKV
DVGs and WT virus can influence intracellular dynamics has not been studied.

Our previous analysis of high-throughput genome sequencing data showed that a
significant number of DVGs carrying a similar deletion appear naturally under high virus
load conditions, suggesting that these DVGs are an active component of the ZIKV popu-
lation that may influence infection kinetics (2). Mathematical modeling of the dynamics
of viral infections is an efficient tool to dissect the mechanisms of infection processes.
Insights from the mathematical model can then be used to develop and optimize antivi-
ral strategies (3, 4). A conventional and widely used method for modeling the dynamics
of viral infection is based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs), whose parameters
are fitted to the experimental observations. Typically, the empirical target data consist of
a virus titer that is observed over the timeline of infection. In this study, this classic
approach was expanded in two aspects. First, the proposed ODE5 model takes into
account an interplay between wild-type ZIKV and one of its naturally occurring DVGs on
both the intracellular and between-cell levels. Second, taking advantage of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) of virus genomes, we phylodynamically reconstructed a time course
“demography” of the virus population in each passage. More specifically, the across-passage
trajectory of the effective population size was fitted to sequences of haplotype genomes
representing major ZIKV quasispecies in the corresponding passage (5). These two types of
parameter fitting to data were combined to find sets of parameters that provide good fitting
of the time course virus demography to the observed virus titer and matching phylogeny of
the haplotype genomes assembled from the NGS data.

The suggested ODE5 model takes into account the processes of infection “between
cells” when ZIKV and DVG particles bind to the cell membrane and release the viral
genomes as well as within-cell processes of viral genome replication and packaging.
This type of model provides the intracellular dynamics of viral genome replication to-
gether with the dynamics of the interaction between infected and healthy cells in a
cell culture passage (6, 7). The goals of this in silico study were to understand

1. how WT-DVG ZIKV coinfection affects the replication and production of each
infectious agent as well as the rate of transition of cells from an uninfected to a
WT- and/or DVG-infected state;

2. what parameters of the model are critical, and what are their biologically
meaningful ranges that achieve the observed coexistence of the two virus
genomes;

3. what fitted parameters of the model are significantly different between WT and
DVG infection processes in C6/36 (mosquito) compared to Vero (mammalian)
cell cultures;
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4. what ODE parameters ensure efficient inhibition of ZIKV infectivity; and
5. how parameter perturbations influence the time course patterns of the ODE

solutions.

In the modeling presented below, instead of genetically engineering defective virus
genomes, as was done in other models, we considered the naturally occurring DVGs of
ZIKV that interact with the WT viruses. In addition, we took into consideration a series
of 11 cell culture passages in a number of cell replicates during 11� 60 = 660 h of infection
in total. The solutions provided by the proposed ODE model with the parameters in biologi-
cally meaningful ranges showed a significant difference between C6/36 and Vero cells in the
rates of processes associated with the production of DVG particles and their infectivity.
These rates are higher in C6/36 than in Vero cells in the majority of passages/replicates of
the experiments. We also found that even without taking into account the immune
response of the cells, according to ODE5 simulations, the activation of the DVG-associated
processes slows down the loss of uninfected cells.

RESULTS

We apply two modeling approaches to simulate the dynamics of wild-type ZIKV
and its naturally occurring defective viral genome in arthropod and vertebrate cell cul-
tures. The computational models were fitted to experimental data in every serial pas-
sage as well as for each cell type. One model (ODE1) assumes a constant rate of virus
particle production by any cell. Another model (ODE5) takes into account intracellular
processes of virus genome replication and particle formation. These intracellular proc-
esses vary across time depending on the abundance of each type of genome inside
the cell as well as the cumulative storage of the supporting proteins thereby produced.
A schematic representation of the simulated virus development processes in the two
models is depicted in Fig. 1.

ODE1 model and its comparison with ODE5. A detailed description of the ODE1
model can be found in Supplemental Material #1. This model failed to accurately pre-
dict the experimental results under biologically meaningful values of its parameters.

FIG 1 Schematic representation of the ODE models. (A) Flow chart of the ODE1 model for intercellular dynamics between cells and WT and defective viral
genome (DVG) virus particles. The ODE1 model includes the following variables: uninfected cells (uC), cells infected with virus particles, and two types of
virus particles. The two types of virus particles include virus particles with wild-type genomes (W) and particles with defective genomes (D). Cells infected
by virus particles can be of two types, WDC or DC, where WDC stands for the number of cells infected by both wild-type and defective viruses and DC
stands for the number of cells infected by DVGs only. We did not introduce WT-only-infected cells because a cell cannot be infected by only WT virus since
defective genomes are generated as by-products of WT replication. (B) Flow chart of the ODE5 model. The ODE5 model introduces the intracellular
processes, in which WT1DVG- and DVG-infected cells generate virus particles. The new variables introduced into this ODE5 model are as follows: the
intracellular virus genome quantity (LWWD [the total number of WT genomes in WT- or WT1DVG-infected cells] and LDD and LDWD [the total numbers of
DVG-type genomes in DC and WDC cells, respectively]) and the quantity of packaging proteins and cotranslated NS1 protein (PWD [the total amount of
proteins in cells infected by both types of viruses]).
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Thus, from here on, we focus only on the ODE5 model and provide a detailed compari-
son of the results of the two models and their estimated parameters in Supplemental
Material #4.

ODE5 model introduces the intracellular dynamics of virus production without
cell resistance. The introduction of major intracellular virus-related processes into the
model provided a deeper understanding of the interplay between WT and DVG-type
viruses and improved the modeling of virion production in comparison to the previous
ODE1 model, where a uniform rate of virus production was assumed (see Supplemental
Material #4). In the ODE5 model that includes intracellular events, we considered a specific
type of naturally occurring DVG that, as we have previously shown (2), is encapsidated and
propagated with the virus population in both the Vero and C6/36 cell environments. This
DVG lacks genes encoding the full set of packaging proteins and also lacks the cotranslated
NS1 gene, which is crucial for the replication of the virus genome (2). Although these DVGs
cannot self-replicate, complementation by WT virus enables their packaging and propaga-
tion within a virus population by providing functions that they have lost. Certain DVGs inter-
fere with virus replication by competing for viral and/or host resources. The model does not
assume any cell resistance to ZIKV infection because the Vero and C6/36 cell cultures that
were used in the experimental studies do not have intact primary antiviral defense mecha-
nisms in their respective environments, namely, the interferon or RNA interference (RNAi)
response, respectively (8–10).

Equations for the ODE5 model can be found in Supplemental Material #2.
The model considers the following intracellular events: translation, replication, and

packaging of virus genomes. All of these events are described in simplified terms without
extensively going into detail. Intracellular processes in cells infected only with DVG virus are
simpler due to the absence of the WT/DVG intracellular virus interplay. Figure 1B illustrates
the flow of cells, virus particles, intracellular virus genomes, and proteins modeled by this
ODE5 model.

Here, the uninfected cells (uC) proliferate with the maximum rate of b1, with decreasing
cell multiplication in dependence to the total number of accumulated cells. This decrease of
cell multiplication is regulated by the C_m constant and is conceptually similar to a logistic-
like limit on the total number of cells (11). The uninfected cells (uC) in the model die at rate
d1, and the infected cells of both types (WDC and DC) die at rate g1. The cells become
infected with some likelihood after contact with the WT or DVG virions with total binding
attempt rates k1 and k2, where 1/k1 and 1/k2 represent the probabilities of the successful
completion of an infection for one binding attempt. A score of ,1 for a contact [see ratios
like W/(W 1 uC)] regulates the likelihood of an interaction between the virus particle and a
cell: when the number of particles is substantially higher than the number of cells, the score
is close to 1. Finally, a1 and a2 are the rates of production of WT and DVG virus particles by
a cell infected by both virus types, respectively.

Cell division as well as translation and replication processes are modeled in ODE5
using a logistic-like limitation approach. Virus genomes and proteins in cells infected
by both types of viruses (WT1DVG) are assumed to be uniformly distributed among
cells. Thus, an individual cell infected by WT viruses is assumed to contain LWWD

WDC viruses
and PWD

WDC of the packaging and NS1 proteins. The rate of free WT virus production of
one cell is a1 � LWWD

WDC � PWD
WDC, and the term representing the total production of free virions

by these cells is a1 � LWWD�PWD
WDC . It is similar for the production of the DVG-type particles by

a WT1DVG-infected cell: a2 � LDWD�PWD
WDC .

When a WT virus particle infects a cell that is already infected with a DVG particle,
these cells are reassigned from the pool associated with the DVG-infected cells to the
pool associated with the cells simultaneously infected by viruses of both types. The
transition pool associated with cells infected by DVG viruses contains no viral proteins
due to the lack of replication and expression of genes from the DVGs in the absence of
supporting WT genomes. The flow of cells associated with the transition of the genomic
pool from the DVG-infected cells to cells infected by both types of viruses is expressed by
the term k1 � W

W1DC � LDD.
RNA and/or protein degradation as well as the death of infected cells reduce the
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pools of intracellular genomes and proteins associated with these types of cells. The death
of WDC cells infected by WT viruses is represented by the term g1 � WDC, and the
per-cell amount of packaging and NS1 proteins is PW

WDC, so the term expressing the reduction
of the total protein quantity in these cells due to cell death is g1 �WDC � PW

WDC ¼ g1 � PW .
Taking into consideration unknown protein degradation, a rate of reduction in the protein
pool is denoted by the term g3 � PW. A similar reduction of the pool of intracellular
genomes due to cell death and RNA degradation is denoted by the terms g2 � LWWD,
g2 � LDWD, and g2 � LDD.

Consistency of the ODE5 model with experimental data and comparison of the
most fitted parameters in Vero and C6/36 cell cultures. In each passage of the Vero
and C6/36 cell cultures, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting of the model param-
eters provided a solution consistent with empirical observations of the virus titer and virus
genome “phylogeny” (see “Fitting ODE solutions to the experimental data: estimation of
model parameters” in Materials and Methods). The averages and standard deviations of
the 10 most fitted parameters across all passages in two sets of Vero cell triplicates (VeroA
and VeroB) and the C6/36 cell triplicate are specified in Table S1 in Supplemental Material
#3. These parameters seem biologically adequate. For example, the model predicts that
without virus infection, the estimated cell division rate (b1) results in the doubling of the
cell number in approximately 20 to 30 h. This prediction is consistent with previously
reported observations (12, 13).

For passage 6 (p6), taken as an example, the resulting solution curves for counts of
cells, virus particles, intracellular virus genomes, and proteins are shown in Fig. S1 in
Supplemental Material #3. In both cell cultures (Vero and C6/36), the predicted amounts of
virus particles agreed well with the observed distribution of the virus titers across the pas-
sage replicates (see Fig. S1E and F in Supplemental Material #3). For the same solutions, the
virus population “demographics” across time were also phylodynamically well fitted to the
divergence of haplotype genomes assembled from NGS data in each replicate of every pas-
sage under the assumption that virus genome quasispecies came from the previous passage
(see Fig. S1G and H in Supplemental Material #3).

Comparing the most fitted solutions of the ODE5 model to VeroA and VeroB with the
solutions fitted to the C6/36 cell lines, we found substantial differences in four of the model
parameters between the vertebrate (Vero) and invertebrate (C6/36) cell lines. First, principal-
component analysis (PCA) of the most fitted parameters in two sets of Vero triplicates
(VeroA and VeroB) and the triplicate of C6/36 cells yielded specificities of the r1 and r2 (rates
of replication of the WT and DVG, respectively) and t1 (rate of WT translation) parameters,
which were clearly distinct from other parameters based on principal component 1 (PC1)
(Fig. 2A). PC2 loadings again gave separation of the r1, r2, and t1 parameters from all other
parameters (see Fig. S2A in Supplemental Material 3). In addition, PC3 loading gave separa-
tion of all three above-mentioned parameters (r1, r2, and t1) and parameter a2, the rate of
DVG production, as clearly separated from other parameters (see Fig. S2B in Supplemental
Material #3). Second, differences in the values of these four model parameters between fit-
ting to C6/36 cells and Vero cells were most evident in passages p4 and p10 (Fig. 2B and C).
In these passages, the key parameters r1, r2, t1, and a2 tended to be higher in C6/36 cells
than in Vero cells (Fig. 2D and E). This observation in two passages was supported by the av-
erage values of key parameters across all passages: the average parameters r1, r2, t1, and a2
across all passages were higher in C6/36 cells than in Vero cells (Fig. 2F). Together, these
results suggested that the DVG viruses interfered more in the infection kinetics at the intra-
cellular level in C6/36 cells than in Vero cells. DVGs could interfere with the replication of the
full-length viral genomes (WT) by competing for essential replication machinery and thus
causing the reduction in the production of WT virus. The parameters r1 and t1 determined
the rates at which NS1 and coat proteins from WT genomes were produced and thus also
defined the interfering effect of DVGs. Altogether, the higher rate of interference of DVGs
with WT virus production could explain the persistence of arbovirus infection in invertebrate
cells (2, 14, 15).

In studying the changes over time in ZIKV demography (i.e., changes in the sequences
of haplotype genomes representing major ZIKV quasispecies of the virus population) in
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FIG 2 PCA-based detection of key parameters for model-to-data fitting in C6/36 and Vero cell lines. (A) The key parameters with the highest absolute
loading on the PC1 component had the highest input in the multidimensional variability of parameter sets taken from the most fitted solutions in two
Vero cell data sets (VeroA and VeroB [VeroAB]) and one C6/36 data set across all passages. The maximum loadings of key parameters are highlighted in
orange. (B and C) In at least two passages (p4 and p10), the solutions (as their parameter sets) most fitted to the two Vero data sets (VeroAB) and the C6/
36 virus titer data were separated in the space of key parameters based on PCs: PC1 was the most separating component. (D and E) Log values of key
parameters across the most fitted solutions to the VeroAB and C6/36 data. (F) Log values of key parameters averaged across the best solutions in two cell
cultures demonstrated higher values of the parameters in fitting ODE5 to observations in C6/36 cell culture than in Vero cell culture, indicating that the
key virus adaptation processes were faster in mosquito cells.
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each passage reconstructed by the ODE5 model, we observed slow evolution of quasispe-
cies across passages: the number of haplotypes was slow growing across passages in both
cell cultures.

An equilibrium state of uninfected cells cannot be achieved in ODE5 simulations by
modulating only the DVG-associated parameters. From a practical perspective, one of
the important questions that this mathematical model of ZIKV can help elucidate is
whether changes to DVG-related parameters can alter infection dynamics and whether
this will ensure that a significant amount of uninfected cells remain after viral infection
ceases. This question is of special interest as it has been previously suggested that natu-
rally occurring DVGs may act as interfering particles preventing the WT virus from infecting
all host cells and thus providing an equilibrium virus-host interaction where the infection
is prolonged but is not fatal to the host (2, 15, 16).

A study of the ODE5 model, however, shows that such an equilibrium state, when a
significant level of uninfected cells is kept constant, cannot be achieved by altering
only the DVG-related parameters while keeping other parameters unchanged. Almost
all parameters of the model have to be adjusted to achieve the quasi-equilibrium solution
fitted to a constant level of uninfected cells in the long run (see Fig. S5 in Supplemental
Material #5).

ODE5 model: parameter sensitivity and interdependence. Another important
question when studying mathematical models of virus infections is the question of the
sensitivity of parameters. In determining how best to tackle the disease, it is necessary
to know the relative importance of the different factors influencing its mechanisms of
production and evolution. We performed regression-factorial analysis to explore the
sensitivities of individual parameters and their pair interactions in a neighborhood of
the most fitted parameter sets across passages for vertebrate (Vero) and invertebrate
(C6/36) cell lines. The sensitivity is with respect to the deviation of the ODE solutions
from the observations. Factorial variation of the ODE5 parameters was performed in a
series of 35//27 (F12, F13, F14, F15) partial designs (see “Sensitivity of model parameters
and their pair interactions in the solution-to-data fitting” in Materials and Methods).
The overall design allows several orthogonal estimations of all of the main effects and
pair interactions and the subsequent evaluation of the sensitivity (statistical signifi-
cance) of these effects.

Using this approach, we identified parameters with the most significant impact on the
fitness of the model to the empirical data. ODE5 model fitness to Vero virus titer data was
sensitive to two parameters: the rates of replication of the WT genome (r1) and the DVG (r2)
(see Fig. S6A and B in Supplemental Material #6). Similarly to the Vero cell line, the fitness of
the ODE5 model to the C6/36 cell line data (see Fig. S6C in Supplemental Material #6) was
sensitive to the same two parameters: the rates of replication of the WT genome (r1) and
the DVG (r2).

For pair interactions of the parameters (factors), we found that an interaction of the WT
and DVG replication rates (r1:r2) as well as an interaction between WT virus genome replica-
tion and protein degradation (r1:g3) had significant impacts on the model fitness to empiri-
cal data from both cell cultures (see Fig. S6D and E in Supplemental Material #6). In C6/36
cell culture, in addition to these two interaction effects, an interaction of the rate of WT virus
replication and the rate of cell infection (r1:k1) had a significant impact on ODE5 fitness to
empirical data (see Fig. S6F in Supplemental Material #6).

Differences in the rates of DVG-associated processes between vertebrate
(Vero) and invertebrate (C6/36) cell lines.We collected the log values of the parame-
ters of the 10 most fitted ODE5 solutions to virus titer and haplotype observations
from 11 passages in three replicates of the C6/36 cell experiments and in two randomly
selected subsets of triplicates of the infected mammalian Vero cells (VeroA and VeroB).
Thus, we collected 110 values (cases) of each type of parameter (b1, d1, k1, k2, a1, a2,
r1, r2, g1, g2, g3, t1, and e1) in every replicate. Next, we categorized the log values of
each parameter into three categories: the lower quartile, the upper quartile, and the
two quartiles in the middle, which were united in one interval. For each parameter sep-
arately, in every category, we calculated a difference between the counts of the
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parameter’s cases in C6/36 and Vero cells belonging to this quartile category. In each
category, differences in the counts of cases of a given parameter between C6/36 and
Vero cells were z-normalized using the averages and standard deviations of the param-
eter’s case counts from two studied Vero cell subsets of replicates in this quartile cate-
gory. Figure S7 in Supplemental Material #7 depicts the normalized C6/36-Vero differ-
ences of counts of the parameter’s cases in each category quartile across 13 parameter
types. In the upper quartile (index “3” in the parameter-type notation), we observed
substantial C6/36-Vero differences in the counts of cases belonging to this category for
parameters of the DVG cycle-associated process:

� r1(3), the replication rate of WT genomes, which are “helpers” in producing DVGs
and DVG particles

� r2(3), the replication rate of DVGs
� k2(3), the rate of cell infection by DVG particles
� a2(3), the rate of the DVG particle production by the WT1DVG-infected cells
� t1(3), the protein translation rates from WT genomes: structural and NS1 proteins
are needed in the DVG production cycle but cannot be translated from DVG
genomes

In the lower quartile of the parameter values, we found that C6/36 parameters for
g1(1), which is the protein degradation rate, were significantly higher than the parame-
ters for Vero cell lines.

In conclusion, the higher rates of the DVG-associated processes in C6/36 cells match our
previous observation of higher abundances of DVGs with the specific deletion of structural
proteins and the NS1 part of the virus genome in the C6/36 cell culture than in Vero cells (2).

Variations of time course behaviors of ODE5 solutions under parameter
perturbations. (i) “Super-parameters” of the model and distinctive responses
of DVG- and WT-associated groups of variables to super-parameter alterations. We
studied the changes in the patterns of the time course trajectories of nine model variables
in response to 620% variation of the ODE5 model parameters with respect to the baseline
data-fitted parameter values that were fitted to the Vero passage 6 data: passage 6 was
taken as representing the robust infection process in the middle of the series of passages.
The almost orthogonal factorial design (see “Analysis of time course patterns of ODE5 simu-
lations under parameter perturbations” in Materials and Methods; see also Table S3 in the
supplemental material) consisting of 417 combinations of the 20% up/down deviations of
13 model parameters from baseline values was used for simulating the corresponding 417
ODE5 solutions for nine model variables. These variables are as follows:

� number of uninfected cells (uC),
� number of cells infected with defective virus (DC),
� number of cells infected with either WT or WT1DVG virus (WDC),
� counts of either WT or defective virus particles (variablesW and D),
� counts of intracellular genomes of WT and DVG types of viruses in two types of
infected cells (LDD [DVG genomes in D-infected cells], LDWD [DVG genomes in
WT1DVG-infected cells], and LWWD [WT genomes in WT1DVG-infected cells]), and

� counts of translated viral proteins (PWD).

By presenting nine simulated trajectories of each ODE5 solution as a distribution of
the 9-mer vectors in 1,000 time points of the time course, we used the Kullback-Leibler
relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence [KLD]) measure as a distance between pairs of
ODE5 solutions under parameter perturbations. Utilizing singular value decomposition (SVD)
-based two-dimensional (2D) scaling, the 417 ODE5 solutions were presented as points in
the 2D space of two SVD main components, where the distances between points reflect the
Kullback-Leibler distances between 417 solutions (see “Analysis of time course patterns of
ODE5 simulations under parameter perturbations” in Materials and Methods). Figure 3A
depicts the positions of 417 solutions on the plane of SVD1 and SVD2 components: the
most fitted to the Vero p6 virus titer solution is denoted “b1,” and three solutions at
the edges of the point distribution are denoted “b2,” “b78,” and “b186”: the indexes indicate
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FIG 3 Analysis of ODE5 solutions under parameter perturbations. (A) Distribution of 417 time course ODE5 solutions on the SVD1-SVD2 plane.
Solution “b1” is the baseline solution most fitted to the Vero passage p6 virus titer data. Solutions “b2,” “b78,” and “b186” are solutions at the

(Continued on next page)
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the number of the row in the parameter variation design (Table S3) that is associated with
this solution.

The SVD1 and SVD2 components can be considered “super-parameters” of the ODE5
modeling because their values are specific to the time course behavior of the correspond-
ing ODE5 solution vis-à-vis the behavior of the other solution. In order to link SVD1/SVD2
super-parameters with model parameters, the factorial linear regression equations were
estimated separately for SVD1 and SVD2 as dependent variables of the regression against
13 model parameters and their pair interactions as independent variables of the regres-
sion. Since the covariation matrix of the design has almost equal values on its diagonal
(see “Analysis of time course patterns of ODE5 simulations under parameter perturbations”
in Materials and Methods), the values of the regression coefficients show inputs of the
model parameters and their pair interactions into the approximation of two super-parame-
ters: SVD1 and SVD2. The rates r1 (WT replication), k1 (infection of cells by WT particles), a2
(packaging of DVGs), t1 (translation of proteins), g3 (protein degradation), and g1 (death of
WT1DVG-infected cells) together with pair interactions of r1 with other rates of this list
make the highest impacts on SVD1/SVD2 values and, therefore, the positions of the ODE5
solutions on the super-parameter plane (Fig. 3B and C).

(ii) Interpretation of super-parameters via two main characteristics of time
course solution behavior and distinctive responses of DVG- and WT-associated
groups of variables to super-parameter alterations. The main characteristics of changes
in the time course behavior of any variable of a solution are the increase/decrease of
the peak height as a ratio of its change from the baseline peak height value as well as
the increase/decrease of the pace of the process measured by changes in the time to
reach the peak (Fig. 3D).

We calculated changes in the process pace and peak height of the time course
behavior of nine solution variables while moving along SVD1 (from b1/b2 to b78) and
along SVD2 (from b1/b2 to b186). These changes in the peak height and pace charac-
teristics are presented in Table 1 and Fig. S8.

The transition along SVD1 provided a clear separation of WT-associated variables from
DVG-associated variables in the pace peak coordinates (Fig. 3E). Indeed, the WT-associated var-
iables (biological processes) are shifted up from the DVG-associated ones: peak heights of WT
variables increase with respect to the b1/b2 solution along the SVD1 direction from b1/b2 to
b78, and peak heights of DVG variables decrease in regard to b1/b2.

FIG 3 Legend (Continued)
edges of the point distribution on the SVD1-SVD2 plane. (B) SVD1 super-parameter as the linear combination of ODE5 parameters and their pair
interactions. Denoted in red are the ODE5 parameters and their pair interactions that have the largest positive contribution to the SVD1 super-
parameter. Denoted in green are the ODE5 parameters that make the largest negative contribution to the SVD1 super-parameter. (C) SVD2 super-
parameter as the linear combination of ODE5 parameters and their pair interactions. Denoted in red are the ODE5 parameters and their pair
interactions that have the largest positive contribution to the SVD2 super-parameter. Denoted in green are the ODE5 parameters and their pair
interactions that have the largest negative contribution to the SVD2 super-parameter. (D) Main characteristics of alterations in the time course
behaviors of each of nine solution variables: the pace of the process and peak height. (E) Transition of a position of the ODE5 solution along SVD1:
clear separation of the WT-associated variables (denoted in blue) from the DVG-associated variables (denoted in brown) by their peak-height
coordinates. (F) Transition of a position of the ODE5 solution along SVD2: clear separation of WT-associated variables (denoted in blue) from DVG-
associated variables (denoted in brown) by their peak-height coordinates. (G) Changes in the rate of the loss of uninfected cells (uC) when moving
from the transition along SVD1 to the transition along SVD2 (from the second column to the fourth column in Table 1) are correlated with changes
in DVG variables and are inversely correlated with changes in WT variables.

TABLE 1 Changes in the pace and peak height of time course trajectories of nine solution variables

Variable Change across SVD1 (pace) Change across SVD1 (peak) Change across SVD2 (pace) Change across SVD2 (peak)
uC 251 20.41 280 20.26
DC 277 20.16 232 0.08
WDC 258 0.22 239 20.40
W 2229 0.77 2178 20.77
D 0 0.02 2430 0.68
LDD 259 20.41 2120 0.009
LWWD 212 0.66 5 21.39
LDWD 219 20.41 2146 0.8
P 259 0.72 254 20.92
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The transition along SVD2 has an opposite effect (Fig. 3F). Namely, the WT-associ-
ated variables are shifted down from the DVG-associated ones: peak heights of WT var-
iables decrease with respect to b1/b2 when moving along SVD2 from b1/b2 to b186,
and peak heights of DVG variables increase with regard to b1/b2.

Thus, the dynamic pattern-based understanding of the super-parameters is as follows: with
respect to the baseline solution, the SVD1 change to the left increases the peak heights of WT
variables (correspondingly decreasing the peak heights of DVG variables), and the change of
SVD2 influences the peak heights of the WT and DVG variables in the inverse direction.

A variable of the highest biological interest is “uC,” the number of uninfected cells. The
question is whether its time course behavior is linked either to DVG variables or to WT varia-
bles or whether it is independent of both. Table 1 shows that under a change of movement
from along SVD1 to along SVD2 (from column 2 to column 4 in Table S3), a change in the
half-peak value of uC is correlated with changes in the peak heights of D-variables. This cor-
relation is depicted in Fig. 3G.

Therefore, one can conclude that the slower loss of the number of uninfected cells
(uC) is correlated with the activation of DVG variables.

DISCUSSION

During the last several decades, mathematical modeling of the dynamics of viral
infections has developed in several directions. In particular, multiscale models that include
intracellular dynamics have been suggested (17, 18), as have models that simultaneously
consider two types of virus infections (19). The most recent literature exploring the interplay
between the WT virus and DVGs in cell cultures (20–22). model relatively short time spans of
virus infection and consider only genetically engineered, and not naturally occurring, DVGs.
In the ODE5 model presented above, we consider and monitor the naturally occurring DVGs
of ZIKV that interact with the WT viruses. In addition, we take into consideration a series of
11 cell culture passages and many biological replicates during 11 � 60 = 660 h of infection
in total.

Zika virus is an arthropod-borne virus and, as such, survives in nature in a transmis-
sion cycle between the invertebrate vector (mosquito) and a vertebrate host (e.g.,
humans). In our study, the same type of model was fitted to the development of two
naturally interplaying variants of ZIKV in invertebrate and vertebrate cells (Vero and
C6/36 cell lines). The comparison of the simulated rates of biological processes fitted
to the empirical data from the two cell cultures allowed us to clarify which strategy of
virus adaptation is typical in each cell type and to reveal how the interplay between
the WT genome and naturally occurring DVGs influences these adaptation strategies.

The presence of defective viral genomes has been previously linked to persistent
infection. Indeed, an arbovirus may not “want” to kill its vector but rather will establish
persistent infection so that a mosquito can spread disease throughout its life span.
DVGs have been shown to serve as the templates for the generation of viral DNA in
insects (14), which in turn is pivotal for the establishment of persistent infection (13).

Genetic variability allows viruses to adapt to new environments. DVGs are part of the virus
population as a whole and thus may influence virus adaptation. In parallel to fitting the ODE
models to the observed virus titer data in each passage, we added the richness of the high-
throughput NGS virus genome data sequenced in each passage as a target for the model
fitting. This double-target fitting of the model in each passage allowed us to reconstruct
the virus and cell time course “demography” from both perspectives: the number of virus
particles and ongoing genomic mutation processes.

The predominant DVG type that we found in our previous work to accumulate following
virus passaging involved DVGs with a deletion in the NS1 protein but conserving the open
reading frame intact following the deletion site (2). NS1 is an essential component of the vi-
rus life cycle, forming a part of the viral replicase. The accumulation of a DVG lacking a pro-
tein with an essential role in replication can be explained by the ability of this protein to
function in trans. Previous work with other flaviviruses such as Kunjin virus or yellow fever vi-
rus showed that NS1 is one of the few nonstructural genes that can be trans-complemented
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for replication (23–25). In our previous work, we have confirmed that while this type of DVG
is unable to replicate per se, trans-complementation by wild-type virus of the NS1 protein
rescues DVG replication (2). Furthermore, we have also shown that the DVG can be pack-
aged and form virions that are able to infect new cells. Thus, unlike a plethora of other DVGs
that may form but cannot replicate or be packaged, by lacking NS1 while conserving the
open reading frame of the rest of the replicase proteins, DVGs lacking NS1 are able to replicate
in the presence of complementing wild-type virus and thus accumulate throughout
passaging.

We stated that the intercellular dynamics presented in an ODE1 model is similar to
those in previously described ODE-based coinfection models (19) and, in particular,
models describing the interplay between standard (wild-type) and defective viruses at
the intercellular level (21, 26). However, there are certain differences in comparison
with previous studies by Frensing et al. (26) and Tapia et al. (21) associated with both
cells and viruses. Taking into account the properties of Zika virus and the modeled
time span, we did not include degradation of free virus particles or loss of infectivity
(and, consequently, noninfectious virions) in our model. Furthermore, as models
assume that cells infected by wild-type virus produce defective virus genomes, making
such cells coinfected by wild-type and defective viruses, we did not consider a separate
pool of cells infected by wild-type virus alone but combined these cells and coinfected
cells into one pool. Due to differences in experimental setups, our model also does not
include terms associated with the continuous feeding of cells and the dilution of the
reactor content and replaces exponential cell proliferation by a model where prolifera-
tion becomes slower with an increase in the total number of accumulated cells. The lat-
ter allows splitting the cell proliferation rate and the cell death rate for uninfected cells
into two separate parameters. Importantly, we also have a different type of term repre-
senting infection of cells by virus particles: the added denominator, in particular, pre-
vents the growth of the cell infection rate to infinity when the number of virus particles
is constantly small and the number of cells is increased.

If ODE1 is used as the whole model in simulations, then, similar to the studies by
Frensing et al. (26) and Tapia et al. (21), it assumes a constant rate of virus particle production
by infected cells. This assumption is generally incorrect. The virus particle production rate
depends on the number of intracellular virus genome copies and the amounts of virus-related
proteins, such as coat proteins, which vary over time in an infected cell. Shirogane et al. pre-
sented an ODE-based model describing the intracellular competition of wild-type and defec-
tive viruses (20), which we essentially used to define the ODE5 model by combining the ODE1
intercellular level with an additional, intracellular, modeling level. Similar to the model of
Shirogane et al. (20), we introduced amounts of wild-type and defective intracellular genomes
as model variables. To define model equations, we combined intra- and intercellular levels,
and, in contrast to Shirogane et al. (20), who modeled infection in one “typical” cell, we consid-
ered total amounts of virus genomes for entire pools of cells, averaging these amounts over a
number of cells in the pool. A similar approach was used for virus-related proteins, packaging
and cotranslated NS1 proteins. The amounts of virus-related proteins played the same role in
our combined intra- and inter-cell ODE5 model as the amounts of free capsids in the model of
Shirogane et al. Instead of introducing “a generic set of resources” required for virus replica-
tion, we described virus replication by terms that decreased the replication rate (in comparison
with the standard exponential replication model) with an accumulation of virus genomes by
infected cells. The structure of these terms is similar to the structure of the term that describes
the proliferation of uninfected cells in our two-level model.

The introduction of the intracellular level may be considered an analogue of time
delays in inter-cell DDE models (27, 28). However, the intracellular level is more biologi-
cally relevant, giving deeper insight into the infection processes than with a delay-
based modification of a standard one-level model. In particular, the introduction of the
intracellular level leads to a nonconstant rate of virus particle production by infected
cells, which is affected by the interplay between the WT virus and its DVGs.

We did not introduce cell resistance to infection to our ODE5 model as was done by
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Shirogane et al. (20) because the Vero and C6/36 cell cultures that were used in the ex-
perimental study have impaired interferon and RNA interference responses, respectively.
Obviously, cell resistance provides one more mechanism for the WT/DVG virus interplay.
Indeed, irrespective of resistance, in the cells containing both WT virus and naturally
occurring DVGs, competition for packaging (Pr-M-E) and NS1 (produced by WT virus but
lacking in the DVG) proteins could result in a reduction of WT virion production. Importantly,
competition would affect WT virion production only if the levels of Pr-M-E and/or NS1 pro-
duced by WT were below a threshold required for the efficient packaging and replication of
both genomes. In the case of no resistance, DVGs in cells infected only by DVGs do not partici-
pate in the competition because (i) there is no WT genome to provide proteins lacking in the
DVG and (ii) due to the lack of NS1, the DVG is unable to replicate and would thus degrade
over time. It is possible that if resistance were incorporated into the model, it would make
DVG infection of a cell a part of the competition since it potentially moves the uninfected non-
resistant cells into the resistant cell pool, complicating their further infection by a WT virus.
The impairment of a specific interferon pathway in Vero cells does not mean that they are not
capable of any innate immunity response. There may be other mechanisms that may still be
unknown that respond to virus infection and result in its restriction. The same applies to small
interfering RNA (siRNA) mechanisms in insect cells.

The solutions provided by the proposed ODE model with the parameters in biologi-
cally meaningful ranges showed a difference between C6/36 and Vero cells in the rates
of processes associated with the production of DVG particles and their infectivity.
These rates are higher in C6/36 than in Vero cells in the majority of passages/replicates
of the studied experiments. It is possible that the higher production of naturally occur-
ring DVGs in the invertebrate cell environment regulates the virus-host equilibrium,
contributing to tolerance and persistence in the mosquito vector. Mosquitoes have
adapted to carry long-lasting viral infections without seemingly compromising survival,
allowing them to transmit the virus throughout their life span. One may hypothesize
that this DVG-based host-saving mechanism of virus infections is not adapted yet to
vertebrate cells.

In this paper, we introduced two types of ODE-based multiscale mathematical models
for the dynamics of viral infections. Both models simulate the interplay of two ZIKV forms:
the wild type and one of the naturally occurring satellite defective virus genomes that lacks
genes encoding the full set of packaging proteins and the cotranslated NS1 gene, which is
crucial for the replication of the virus genome (DVG). One model (ODE1) simulates the WT/
DVG infection dynamics on the intracellular level, where each infected cell produces WT
and/or DVG virus particles at constant rates specific for each virus type (see “ODE1 model
and its comparison with ODE5” in Results). The other model (ODE5), in addition to the intra-
cellular level, introduces the highly interdependent intracellular replication dynamics of the
two viruses (WT and DVG) (see “ODE5 model introduces the intracellular dynamics of virus
production without cell resistance” in Results).

We demonstrate that the model that includes the production of virus particles con-
trolled by intracellular processes is more consistent than the model with a constant
rate of particle production: consistent with both the observations of virus titers across
passages as well as NGS data (see “Consistency of the ODE5 model with experimental
data and comparison of the most fitted parameters in Vero and C6/36 cell cultures” in
Results). In addition, the ODE5 model parameters of the most fitted simulations remain
in biologically meaningful ranges, unlike the ODE1 parameters (see Supplemental
Material #4). In application to other types of viruses, this result indicates the impor-
tance of the intracellular replication dynamics for simulating virus development data.

Utilizing the sensitivity analysis, we determined several parameters as being crucial for fit-
ting the ODE5 simulations to virus observations (see “ODE5 model: parameter sensitivity
and interdependence” in Results). These crucial parameters are intracellular replication rates
of the WT genome and the DVG (r1 and r2), which are dependent on each other in the fitted
solutions. We also found that the rates of cell infection by WT particles (a1) and DVG ones
(a2) coupled with the intracellular protein production rate from WT genomes (t1) are other
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key parameters of the development of the WT1DVG system. Perhaps the most important
result of the sensitivity analysis is the close interdependence of all five key parameters: their
interaction effects substantially control virus development dynamics.

From the sensitivity study and analysis of parameter fitting to the viral titer and
haplotype phylogeny observations across passages, we selected the most influential
(“key”) parameters of our ODE5 model, which are the intracellular rates of replication
of the WT genome and the DVG (r1 and r2), the protein production rate (t1), and a rate of
DVG particle production (a2). Next, we associated the factorially designed variations of all
parameters with the positions of dynamic solutions on the SVD plane of mutual conditional
entropy distances (Kullback-Leibler) between solutions. Regression dependencies of the
solution’s SVD positions from the model parameters showed that substantially the same
key parameters and their pair interactions define the position of a solution on the SVD plane.
Since we additionally linked the position of a solution on the SVD plane with dynamic charac-
teristics of the solution curve (peak height and pace of the modeled process), we obtained
associations of the key parameter modifications with visually assessed dynamic characteristics
of the corresponding solution curves.

With respect to different cell cultures, we found that the rates of the DVG-associ-
ated processes are higher in the majority of passages in C6/36 cell culture experiments
than in Vero cell lines. In the interplay between the helper (WT) and the satellite (DVG)
viruses, which includes competition for resources within cells infected by both virus
types, this modeling conclusion about the higher competitiveness of DVGs (satellite
genomes) in mosquito C6/36 cells might explain the tolerance of the mosquito orga-
nism to Zika virus infection. This suggestion is in agreement with previous experimen-
tal studies showing that Sindbis virus DVGs serve as a template for virus DNA forms,
thus modulating antiviral immunity through the RNAi pathway (15) and consequently
driving persistence (14, 29). Therefore, our model predicts that a similar process is ap-
plicable to other viruses, such as Zika virus. Indeed, our previous work (2) has shown
that experimental injection of mosquitoes with DVG RNA affects virus dissemination
and transmission, suggesting that DVGs play an important role in modulating WT dy-
namics. Additionally, analysis of the ODE5 solutions under variation of parameter val-
ues (see “Variations of time course behaviors of ODE5 solutions under parameter per-
turbations” in Results) suggests that even without an immune response of the cells,
the activation of the DVG-associated processes slows down the loss of uninfected cells.
One may conclude that if they are present in high enough numbers, the naturally
occurring ZIKV defective genomes could attenuate the pathogenicity of the virus.

We believe that the utilization of the model can provide insights into the dependence of
the infection dynamics on the characteristics of the viruses (specifically, the presence of var-
iants that interplay with the WT virus), which are important for the design of live prophylactic
vaccines.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Experimental data. The experimental data used here were related to virus titers throughout pas-

sages and NGS reads and were described in our previous study (2), which describes virus passages in
both Vero and C6/36 cells.

The ZIKV strain used in this study was the prototype African MR-766 strain, derived from a previously
described infectious clone (30). Wild-type ZIKV was recovered by transfecting HEK-293T cells (TransIT-
LT1 transfection reagent; Mirus Bio) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. At 4 days posttransfection
(p.t.), the cell culture supernatant was clarified by centrifugation. Virus stocks were then prepared in Vero cells
by infecting the cells with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 PFU/cell. At 5 days postinfection (p.i.), the cell
culture supernatant was clarified by centrifugation. Virus titers were determined by plaque assays in Vero and
C6/36 cells.

For the virus passages, ZIKV stocks were used to inoculate Vero or C6/36 cells at a low (0.01 PFU/cell)
or high (20 PFU/cell) MOI. At 3 or 5 days p.i. (for Vero or C6/36 cells, respectively), the cell culture supernatant
was collected, clarified by centrifugation, and used for the next passage. After passage 1 (p1), blind passaging
was performed in 12-well plates, using 5 ml or 300 ml of the virus per well from the previous passage for low-
and high-MOI conditions, respectively.

RNA from the clarified cell culture supernatants was extracted using Tri reagent (Sigma). Purified viral
RNA was quantified using a Qubit fluorimeter (Invitrogen) and used for sequencing by next-generation RNA
sequencing. Libraries were prepared using the NEBNext Ultra II RNA library preparation kit for Illumina (New
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England BioLabs). The prepared libraries were loaded into a NextSeq500/550 mid-output kit v2.5 (Illumina)
and sequenced in a NextSeq500 system for 151 cycles and 8 nucleotides of index.

Phylogenetic data: assembly of quasispecies haplotypes from raw NGS data. Raw sequencing
reads were aligned to the ZIKV reference genome (GenBank accession no. KY989511.1) using the
Bowtie2 algorithm (31). Next, assembly of the quasispecies haplotypes was performed by the ShoRAH
procedure (32). The main idea of the procedure is to cluster the reads inside each position of the sliding
window across multiple alignments of reads over the virus genome. The clusters are linked along the ge-
nome and give partial multiple alignments associated with the virus quasispecies. Haplotype sequences
of the quasispecies used in the phylodynamics procedure were assembled from the most abundant par-
tial multiple alignments.

Numerical solution of ODEs. Since the studied ODEs were stiff, the ODIENT boost package (33)
implementation of the Rosenbrock method (34) was used for the numerical solution. Additionally, a
number of standard numerical modifications were introduced into the ODEs. Namely, the regularization term
« was included in all denominators that could otherwise be arbitrarily close to zero, and cutoffs that prevent
values from entering impossible zones (e.g., that prevent quantities from dropping below zero) were added.

Fitting ODE solutions to the experimental data: estimation of model parameters. Parameter
estimation from fitting the ODE solution to the virus titer was performed by the MCMC method using
the deBInfer R package (35). Also, we used phylodynamic PhyDyn software (5) for parameter estimation
by MCMC fitting the ODE-simulated time course of virus demography to the divergence of the haplo-
type sequences. Each of the two parameter estimation procedures was passage specific and targeted to
the corresponding data type, where the data were collected from triple replicates of the passage. Two
sets of triplicates were randomly selected from 12 total Vero cell replicates in order to be compatible with 3
replicates in the C6/36 cell culture. From each passage in two cell cultures (C6/36 and Vero cells), 10 sets of pa-
rameters providing the best fit of the model to the virus titer and haplotype phylogenetics data were taken to
the next steps of the analysis. The recovery of parameters was performed by the iterative use of both methods,
one after another in each iteration, with the most fitted parameter set as a start in the alternative method or
the next iteration, until a reasonable convergence of the parameter sets was reached.

Whenever logarithm is mentioned throughout this article, the natural logarithm is meant.
Sensitivity of model parameters and their pair interactions in the solution-to-data fitting.

Factorial variations of the parameters were performed in a multidimensional neighborhood of the pa-
rameter set providing the most fitted solution to the observations. The factorial design with factors (pa-
rameters) on 3 levels was based on an orthogonal design for the main effects of five factors and four
pair interactions of the first factor with the four other factors in 27 experiments: the design 35//27 (F12, F13, F14, F15)
adopted from the method of Brodsky (36). For the 13 parameters of the ODE model, the design was repeated
several times. Namely, for each parameter as the first in the 5 sets of parameters, a subset of length 4 out of the
other 12 parameters was combined with the current first one in the p1 1 (p2, p3, p4, p5) 3

5//27 design. Each
design estimated the p1p2, p1p3, p1p4, p1p5 interaction effects and the main effects of the selected p1, p2, p3, p4, p5
parameters on the deviation of the ODE solution from the data. A series of the p1 1 (p2, p3, p4, p5) 3

5//27 designs
was constructed in order to obtain an estimation of each pkpm interaction effect (k,m = 1, . . ., 13, k = m) and
each p1, p2, . . ., p13 main effect. The constructed series of designs allowed estimating the main and pair interac-
tion effects in several replicates for all 13 parameters of the most extended ODE5 model for all combinations of
parameters on three levels, which is measured in the thousands. Indeed, the alternative full factorial experiment
for 13 parameters, each on 3 levels, contained 313 = 1,594,323 parameter combinations in total.

Under the multiple almost-orthogonal design described above, the same effect was estimated sev-
eral times, each time in the 35//27 design for a specific partial factorial model. A distribution of all the
estimated effects of the same parameter/pair interaction allowed assessing the statistical significance of
the impact of the parameter or pair interaction on the fitting of the ODE solution to the empirical data.

Interdependence of model parameters in providing successful fitting to data. The interdepend-
ence of the model parameters in reaching a successful data approximation was evaluated as a pair inter-
action effect in estimating the sensitivity of parameters by factorial regression (36). The significant pair
interaction effect specifies the interdependence of the corresponding two parameters in affecting an
ODE solution fitted to the data.

Analysis of time course patterns of ODE5 simulations under parameter perturbations. The time
course behavior of nine ODE5 variables can be presented as a distribution of 9-mer points, where each
point consists of simulated values of the ODE5 variables at a given time point. With recording a simulation
every 3.6 min during 60 h, the ODE5 simulation run was presented as a distribution of a thousand 9-mer
data points.

A variation of ODE5 time course solutions under 20% alterations of 13 equation parameters was
measured by Kullback-Leibler divergences (KLDs) between pairs of the 1,000-point distributions. Each
distribution corresponded to an ODE5 solution simulated under a particular combination of the 620%
changes in the equation parameters. Altogether, a design of 417 parameter combinations on two levels
was used for generating ODE5 simulations presented as distributions of a thousand 9-mer vectors. In
the factorial regression model with 13 factors, each on two levels, the factorial design allowed almost-or-
thogonal estimations for the impacts of the parameters and their pair interactions on the variations of
any dependent variable (36). The KLD values between every two distributions of the thousand 9-mer
vectors were calculated using the software described previously (37, 38).

Using SVD-based two-dimensional scaling (39), the symmetrized KLD values between ODE5 solu-
tions were converted into distances between 417 points on the plane of two main SVD components. In
this way, the SVD scaling of KLD values gave a position for each of the 417 ODE5-simulated solutions on
two principal SVD components.
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In the next step, we used the position of 417 ODE5 solutions on each SVD component separately as an in-
dependent variable in the factorial regression analysis with the 13 ODE5 parameters as factors. Thus, for each
SVD component separately, the factorial regression analysis provided estimations of the contributions of pa-
rameters and their pair interactions to the predicted SVD component value. Therefore, two factorial regression
approximations for two components gave a position of each ODE5 solution on the SVD plane.

We considered two SVD components as two “super-parameters” of the ODE5 model because they
describe a major portion of the variability of the ODE5 time course patterns. These super-parameters are
expressed as linear combinations of 13 original parameters of differential equations and (13 � 12)/2 = 78
pair interactions of these parameters by the estimated regression equations.

z-score normalization of observations and parameter estimations. For normalizing measures
with different variability ranges, we used the z-score of a quantity defined as the deviation from the
expected quantity divided by the evaluated standard deviation of the variability of the corresponding
measure.

Data availability. The NGS data set is available in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under accession
number PRJNA703982.
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